Fluid Transfer International has been manufacturing a range of aircraft refuellers and allied equipment for the military and civil markets for in excess of 25 years. This experience is now being used to offer innovative refuelling systems to the Naval market.

The supply of clean fuel to the Aircraft or Helicopter is essential to the operation of the aircraft and vessel to allow continued operability. The company has developed the systems for marine use and is now able to offer a compact solution to Naval and Civil marine markets, for Helicopter and Aircraft refuelling.

Using experience gained from the design and build of refuelling systems for fitting to vehicles that have considerable size and weight constraints, Fluid Transfer International can supply compact efficient modules to fit within the size limitations of vessels.

Fluid Transfer International use Lloyds and NATO approved equipment, together with in-house manufactured equipment that has been used extensively on Helicopter refuelling systems supplied to the Royal Navy.

The company has already supplied marine refuelling systems and pump sets to customers including; BAE Systems, VT Shipbuilding, British Royal Navy and the Italian Navy.

Recently FTi has successfully secured an enabling agreement to undertake maintenance, repair and supply of parts for Helicopter In-Flight Refuelling (HIFR) equipment for the Royal Navy.

Our significant stock holding of aviation fuelling equipment spares is backed by a product specialist team who will source any manufacturers’ equipment spares, no matter how old.

The company is fully quality accredited with an ISO 9001:2000 rating.